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IETF 68
Agenda

- Agenda Bash
- Administrativa
- RFC2445bis
- RFC2446bis
- RFC2447bis
- AoB
RFC2445 is getting there (yeah!)

Expect WGLC in coming weeks

There are interdependencies between 2445bis and 2446bis

Only issues from 2446bis should modify 2445bis beyond those already listed

Our milestones are woefully out of date
RFC2445bis

No Text:

10 Reinhold Kainhofer: end date not inclusive (VTODO only?)
11 additional examples, VTIMEZONEs, RRULEs
71 The “other” time discontinuity: leap-seconds
73 Section 4.8.3.1 Time Zone Identifier: Scope of TZID

Discuss:

23 Contradiction between UNTIL BNF rule and text
67 Section 4.8.2.5 Duration: VFREEBUSY request
8, 68, 69, 70 DST discontinuities
78 Section 4.6.5 Time Zone Component: DTSTART with TZOFFSETFROM
79 Section 4.6.5 Time Zone Component: DTSTART always an onset date-time of an observance?
RFC2446bis

- IANA Considerations- method registry
- Where does SEQUENCE processing belong?